Joint Online Seminar: Innovation In Regional Anaesthesia

Wednesday 26 January 2022
09:00-12:00 (Log in from 08:45)
Organisers: Dr Jonathan Womack and Dr Simeon West

08:45   Log in available
09:00   Introduction
        Dr Jonathan Womack and Dr Simeon West
09:05   Artificial intelligence in regional anaesthesia
        Dr James Bowness
09:25   How to invent a new technique
        Dr Teresa Parras
09:45   The future paediatric regional anaesthesia
        Dr Clare Watkinson
10:05   Discussion
10:20   Comfort break
10:35   SAFIRA
        Dr Peter Merjavy
10:55   Chloroprocaine
        Dr Matt Oldman
11:15   A cautionary tale
        Dr Jim Roberts
11:35   Discussion
11:55   Closing comments
        Dr Jonathan Womack and Dr Simeon West